David Willis of the Advisory Board shared his perspective on the changing healthcare environment with Summit leaders. COVID has exposed weaknesses in the existing system. Will this rapid rate of change encourage transformation or return to what was?

Leaders attending Summit explored the opportunities for growing their personal leadership and their role within their organizations. Together they recognized the need for resilience, to capture and share their stories and the challenges contributing to mental health needs.

Seemingly everything now up in the air
All manner of established thinking under reconsideration

How will COVID-19 impact...
- the demographic makeup of the US—and future demand?
- skills, including to virtual channels?
- demand for behavioral health care?
- the U.S. approach to post-acute and long-term care?
- the future of value-based care and risk-based payment?
- the purchaser landscape and the nation’s payer risk?
- perceptions of government’s role in health care?
- employees’ health benefits strategies?
- perceptions of the value of systemness and scale?
- expectations about U.S. health care capacity?
- the competitive landscape efforts to “disrupt” the industry?
- public perception of industry stakeholders?
- future fundraising and philanthropy efforts?
- the structure of the U.S. health care supply chain?
- the future of the clinical workforce?
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Recognize those with you on this journey.
No one climbs alone.

Visit ascentphysicianleadership.org to learn about Summit.